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In spring 1961 Roy Lichtenstein began to produce pictures based on comics and
advertisements pulled from tabloid newspapers and similar sources—familiar 
characters like Mickey Mouse, generic products like tennis shoes, and, a little later,
domestic furnishings like a couch, all in the clear and cool style soon to be associ-
ated, largely through his example, with Pop art.1 As we can see from the works in
this exhibition, Lichtenstein chose his motifs in a way that suited this manner, which
is as clean as the wipe of a sponge across a dirty surface, as bright as a sport jacket
fresh from the dry cleaner, as measured as a socked foot traced on a shoe template,
as tight as a spool of string or a coil of cord, as seductive as jam spread on bread or
steak ready to grill. 

It was not seductive to everyone. Many critics were upset not only by the
banal subject matter but also by the easy formal procedure. Since Lichtenstein
appeared to reproduce his comics and ads directly, some thought he lacked original-
ity altogether.2 Lichtenstein did copy, it is true,
but in a complicated fashion. Typically he would
select a panel from a comic strip or a product
from an advertisement, sketch one or more
motifs, project his drawing with an opaque pro-
jector, trace the image in pencil with alterations
(usually suppressing details and flattening fig-
ures), and then fill it in with stenciled dots and
thick contours. Thus while a Lichtenstein image
might look industrially fabricated, it is actually a
layering of reproduction (comic or ad), handwork
(drawing), reproduction again (projector), and
handwork again (tracing, masking, drawing,
painting), to the point where distinctions
between the manual and the mechanical are
very difficult to recover. Most Pop artists 
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left: Lichtenstein sketching in his West 26th Street studio, New York City, 1964. Photo © Ken Heyman.

right: Soilax box, ca. 1950s. Courtesy of The Roy Lichtenstein Foundation Archives.



unity that holds the painting together is really the same whether it’s done by

Rembrandt or David or Picasso or Oldenburg. There’s really not that much difference,

there never really was.”6 Explicitly here Lichtenstein aligns his work with the classical

tableau, and implicitly he discloses his primary purpose: to demonstrate that his low

sources could serve the same goals of high painting of the past—not only pictorial

unity and dramatic focus (associated with Enlightenment thinkers Diderot and

Lessing) but also “significant form” and “the integrity of the picture plane” 

(associated with Anglo-American formalists Clive Bell and Clement Greenberg).

But why abide by these traditional criteria in the first place? Clearly,

Lichtenstein did not seek formal unity for its own sake; again, it exists as a foil for

his brash Pop elements. There lies the critical edge of his work, which has to do less

with the thematic appropriation of cartoons and ads and more with the formal juxta-

position of high and low modes, a juxtaposition that is never quite a reconciliation:

“This difference is often not great, but it is crucial.” In this way, more fully than any

predecessor or peer, Lichtenstein undid the oppositions on which much modernist

painting was structured, oppositions not only of high and low but also of abstract

and representational. 

confound the handmade and the readymade, the painterly and the photographic, but

none did so more thoroughly than Lichtenstein.3 Where, for example, are we to

locate his stenciled faux-Benday dots in the manual-mechanical continuum? Rather

than reiterate the clichéd appearance of his found images, Lichtenstein was con-

cerned both to exploit it and to complicate it. 

In 1963, with the accusation of copying in mind, Lichtenstein had this to 

say about his sources: 

What I do is form, whereas the comic strip is not formed in the sense I’m

using the word; the comics have shapes, but there has been no effort to

make them intensely unified. The purpose is different, one intends to depict

and I intend to unify. And my work is actually different from comic strips in

that every mark is really in a different place, however slight the difference

seems to some. This difference is often not great, but it is crucial.4

Forming and unifying are the customary concerns of pictorial composition, as

Lichtenstein underscored three years later: “I don’t feel that my space is anything

but traditional.”5 And then, in a longer view a decade on, he insisted: “The kind of

Mail-Order Foot, 1961. Pochoir, pen, and india ink on paper. Image: 173⁄4 x 233⁄4 inches.
The Sonnabend Collection and Antonio Homem.

Untitled loose clipping found in Lichtenstein’s studio. Source unidentified. 
Courtesy of The Roy Lichtenstein Foundation Archives.





Consider Large Spool (1963, fig. 14), a cone with a flattened top striated 
with diagonals in black and white. The motif is clear—a brand-new bobbin of string or
thread signified, economically, by the opposed lines—yet the painting still oscillates
between representation and abstraction, between everyday image and geometric 
diagram. Lichtenstein loved to test his viewers with puzzles like this one, in large
part to prompt us to see that representation is a code, a system of signs that often
bear little resemblance to actual things. 

During this time it is likely that Lichtenstein read Art and Illusion (1960) 
by Ernst Gombrich, who argued, influentially, that, in the Western tradition of art,
“making” precedes “matching,” that is, that a painter would follow the conventions
of representation, the schema for making handed down by precursors, before 
matching his images to appearances in the world.7 Lichtenstein liked to stretch the
connection between pictorial schema and mundane referent as far as it could go:
how much abstraction can a representation bear, and vice versa? Often in the
process he emphasized figure and ground, illusionistic space and flat support,
equally. As with representation and abstraction, his art turned these pairs into
ambiguous relays, not stable opposites.

“He would tell me that he was most interested in European clichés,” his
Rutgers colleague Allan Kaprow remarked of Lichtenstein, “that is, the kind of thing
that becomes standard imagery.”8 This standardness is also double in his work. 
On the one hand, Lichtenstein commented, the cliché is utterly familiar to us and
thus “completely antithetical to art.” On the other hand, its “visual shorthand” 
suggests a “universal language” with “an esthetic element.”9 “I think many people
miss the central tendency of the work,” Lichtenstein remarked to another Rutgers
colleague, Geoffrey Hendricks.

I don’t care what, say, a cup of coffee looks like. I only care about how it’s
drawn, and what, through the additions of various commercial artists, all
through the years, it has come to be, and what symbol has evolved through
both the expedience of the working of the commercial artists and their bad
drawing, and the reproduction machinery that has gotten this image of a 
coffee, for instance, to look like through the years. So it’s only the depicted
image, the crystallized symbol that has arrived.10

previous pages: Installation view of the exhibition, The Drawings of Roy Lichtenstein. March 15, 1987 through 
June 2, 1987. Photographic Archive. The Museum of Modern Art Archives, New York. Photo: Mali Olatunji.

above: Cup of Coffee, 1962. Graphite pencil on paper. Sheet: 22½ x 175⁄8 inches. 
Collection of Barbara Bertozzi Castelli.



Certainly Lichtenstein valued the visual impact of “the crystallized symbol.”11

Clearly, too, he was interested in its iconic legibility across traditions (classical, 
modernist, and commercial). But, most importantly, Lichtenstein found a way to
invent with the cliché—to transform the crystallized symbol into a protean sign—
and this double is the key one in his work. Consider Peanut Butter Cup – Blue
(1962, fig. 8). This little painting uses only two colors, blue and white, yet both are
multivalent. The blue signifies the creamy butter as well as the ridged container of
the cup, while the white represents the light on the side of the cup, the reflection on
its top, and the wall behind it; together the two colors convey the table on which the
cup sits as well the shadow that falls across it. Now focus on the amorphous shape
on the top of the cup: it has very little connection to the actual phenomenon of light,
but we read it as a reflection nonetheless. Peanut Butter Cup – Blue has all the
impact of the crystallized symbol, yet, as Lichtenstein pulls it apart and puts it back
together, we see the making of this effect and understand its artifice. To unfold the
cliché in this way—to make it both pictorially seductive and critically reflexive—is a
tour de force, and it is just one of many in his art.

* * * * *

Hal Foster is Townsend Martin 1917 Professor of Art & Archaeology at Princeton University.
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1. Knock Knock, c. 1961



2. Couch, c. 1961



3. Airplane, c. 1961



5. Girl with Accordion, c. 19614. Man with Coat, c. 1961





6. Keds, 1961



7. Mail-Order Foot, 1961



8. Peanut Butter Cup – Blue, 1962



9. Sponge II, 1962



10. The Diamond, 1962



11. Xmas Ornament, 1963



12. Steak, 1963



13. Bread and Jam, 1963



14. Large Spool, 1963



1. Knock Knock, c. 1961

Brush, pen, and india ink on paper

Sheet: 221⁄2 x 20 inches

The Sonnabend Collection and Antonio Homem

2. Couch, c. 1961*

Marker on paper 

193⁄4 x 231⁄8 inches 

The Sonnabend Collection and Antonio Homem

3. Airplane, c. 1961*

Pen and india ink on paper

Sheet: 20 x 233⁄4 inches 

The Sonnabend Collection and Antonio Homem

4. Man with Coat, c. 1961 

Pochoir, brush, pen, and india ink on paper 

Sheet: 225⁄8 x 20 inches

The Sonnabend Collection and Antonio Homem

5. Girl with Accordion, c. 1961 

Pochoir, brush, pen, and india ink on paper 

Sheet: 231⁄8 x 201⁄8 inches

The Sonnabend Collection and Antonio Homem

6. Keds, 1961

Oil on canvas

481⁄2 x 343⁄4 inches

Private collection

7. Mail-Order Foot, 1961

Pochoir, pen, and india ink on paper

Image: 173⁄4 x 233⁄4 inches

The Sonnabend Collection and Antonio Homem

8. Peanut Butter Cup – Blue, 1962 

Oil on canvas 

12 x 12 inches

The Sonnabend Collection and Antonio Homem

9, Plates title page. Sponge II, 1962

Oil on canvas

36 x 36 inches

Private collection

10. The Diamond, 1962

Oil on canvas

8 x 12 inches

Private collection  

11. Xmas Ornament, 1963

Oil on canvas

12 x 10 inches

Private collection

12. Steak, 1963

Graphite pencil, pochoir, and lithographic rubbing

crayon on paper

Sheet: 161⁄4 x 241⁄4 inches

Private collection 

13, cover. Bread and Jam, 1963

Graphite pencil, pochoir, and lithographic rubbing

crayon on paper

Image: 16 x 211⁄2 inches

The Sonnabend Collection Foundation

and Antonio Homem 

14, opposite. Large Spool, 1963

Magna on canvas

68 x 56 inches

The Sonnabend Collection Foundation

and Antonio Homem

*not included in the exhibition
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